WILSON WOLF MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

G-Rex Instructions for Use

NOTE: This document is for guidance only. You should optimize GRex for your particular application.
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APPENDIX 1: What is the key to the superiority of G-Rex?
A cross-section of the G-Rex device is shown in Figure 1A relative to a cross-section of a conventional
flask, shown in Figure 1B. In G-Rex, cells [10A] reside upon a gas permeable membrane [15A]. A gas
membrane support [20A] holds the membrane in a horizontal position so that cells distribute uniformly
upon it while simultaneously allowing gas to contact the bottom of the membrane. Media [25A] resides
at a height far beyond the 3 mm limit of flasks and the typical 1.0 cm limit of existing gas permeable
approaches like cell culture bags. Oxygen moves from the ambient incubator environment across the
gas permeable membrane in response to cellular demand. Due to the large source of nutrients in the
device and the proximity of cells to ambient gas, cells have virtually unlimited access to nutrients and
oxygen on demand.
The conventional flask is shown in Figure 1B, where cells [10B] reside on its non-gas permeable plastic
bottom [15B]. Media [25B] resides at its maximum height of just 3 mm so that oxygen can get to the
cells. Gas [30B] resides above the media and moves into the media in response to cellular demand. Note
that only a small amount of media is available to cells relative to the overall height of the flask and
nearly 95% of the flask is wasted space. In contrast, none of the space is wasted in the novel device.

Figure 1A: Novel device

Figure 1B: Conventional flask

The G-Rex also allows media to be removed without disturbing cells. Since there is no need for a gasmedia interface, G-Rex can be moved without media sloshing about and dispersing cells throughout the
media. Instead, cells remain in a quiescent state on the gas membrane during routine handling. When
secreted products are desired, cells remain in G-Rex when supernatant is removed, eliminating need of
cell separation. Likewise, when cells are desired, excess media can be removed prior to cell recovery
leaving the cells to be removed from just the small volume of media that remains, which greatly
simplifies cell recovery.
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APPENDIX 2: Basic G-Rex Protocol
Key Points:
•

“Surface density” is the most critical variable in getting optimum performance. We refer to cells
per cm2 as “surface density”. Stated differently, cells per cm2 of membrane, not cells per ml of
medium, are the most important factors on G-Rex performance.

•

Cell expansion typically begins when cells are at 500,000 per cm2.

•

Cell expansion typically ends when cells are at between 10 -30 million cells per cm2.

•

G-Rex10 and G-Rex100 are typically fed only once every 5 days so long as cytokines (typically IL2) are added at the same frequency as your standard protocols require (typically every 2-3
days).

•

G-Rex100M typically doesn’t need to be fed at all. Usually 1000 ml of medium is enough to last
until the G-Rex has hit maximum cell capacity, which takes about 9 to 13 days. Cytokines
(typically IL-2) must be added at the same frequency that your standard protocols require
(typically every 2-3 days) and in a quantity that assumes all prior IL2 has been depleted.

•

Once you establish conditions that work within the guidelines stated above, optimize your
application by:
 Reduce cell surface density at the onset of culture. Culture expansion often can start
with only 125,000 cells per cm2.
 Alter the feeding frequency until you attain the steepest population growth curve and
the minimal feeding frequency.
 Take glucose measurements. Glucose depletion has been shown to be a surrogate
measure of the number of cells present in the device at any time (see Appendix 5 for
details).

•

•

Feed cells by aspirating 75% of the medium from the device and replacing it with fresh medium.
Cells will remain on the gas membrane during medium removal so long as the aspirating pipette
remains near the top of the medium during this process. 75% of the medium is 30ml in GRex10, 300 ml in G-Rex100, and 750ml in G-Rex100M.
The most accurate cell count is obtained by aspirating 75% of the medium, swirling the medium
to dislodge cells from the gas membrane and to suspend them in the remaining medium. Then
take a sample.
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•

Harvest cells at the end of culture by aspirating the maximum amount of medium without
disturbing the cells on the gas permeable membrane. Typically, this can be accomplished at a
rate of 75% of the medium in the G-Rex10 (30ml medium collection) and the G-Rex100 (300 ml
medium collection). With the added height and visibility of the medium in the G-Rex100M, users
can collect up to 90% (or 900 ml) of the medium before cell harvest. Cells will remain on the gas
membrane during medium removal so long as the aspirating pipette remains near the top of the
medium during this process. Next, swirl the medium to dislodge cells from the gas membrane
and to suspend them in the remaining medium. Then remove the medium and cells. Thus, the
final cell population can be recovered in G-Rex10 in just 10 ml of medium (typically 100-300
million cells in just 10 ml) and in G-Rex100 and G-Rex100M in just 100 ml of medium (typically 13 billion cells in just 100 ml).
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APPENDIX 3: Expansion of primary T cells transduced with a chimeric antigen receptor
Day 0: Place 1E+06 PBMCs per well in a non-tissue treated (NT) 24 well plate (final volume of 2 ml of
media per well)
Day 1: Add 50 u of IL2 per well
Day 3: Coat a NT 24 well plate with RetroNectin for 3 hours at 37C and add the vector and activated T
cells. Perform the transduction of T cells using the conventional method
Day 6: Phenotype the expression of the transgene (if transduction is satisfactory continue to cell
expansion)
Day 7: Initiate cell expansion transferring the transgenic T cells to a G-Rex at a minimal seeding density
of 0.5E+06 cells per cm2 of gas permeable surface area and adding medium as specified below.
NOTE: Cells per device will be as follows based on the surface area of each device
•

G-Rex10 gas permeable surface area = 10 cm2. Therefore, place about 5E+06 T cells in the
device.

•

G-Rex 100 and G-Rex100M gas permeable surface area = 100 cm2. Therefore, place about
50E+06 T cells in the device.

Depending on the device, add the following amounts of media:
•

40 ml in the G-Rex 10

•

400 ml in the G-Rex100

•

1000 ml in the G-Rex100M

Normalize the cytokine concentration accordantly to the volume of media present in the G-Rex.
NOTE: Based on user feedback, the G-Rex10 will typically deliver 100 - 300 million cells and the GRex100/100M will typically deliver 1 -3 billion cells. The duration of culture and the amount of
feeding needed to achieve these cell quantities may vary. The time sequence below is our best
estimate.
Day 10: Add cytokine
Day 13: Add cytokine
Day 15: Count cells and add fresh medium. The easiest way to do this is to carefully move the G-Rex
from the incubator to the flow hood so that cells remain at the bottom of the device, aspirate
the majority of medium from the device (remove 30 ml from the G-Rex10, remove 300 ml from
the G-Rex100 and 750 ml from the G-Rex 100M), and swirl the device to distribute the cells into
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the remaining medium. Take a sample for a cell count, but prior to counting replace the
medium, add cytokine, and return the device to the incubator. Count the cells. Estimate the
doubling time of the cells based on the number used to initiate culture and the number
currently present. Use that information to estimate when the culture will reach the target
numbers of at least 100 million cells in the G-Rex10 and 1 billion cells in the G-Rex100/100M.
What follows is our best estimate based on data we have seen to date.
Day 19: Add cytokine
Day 22: The G-Rex devices should be at maximum capacity by now. But if they are slow growing, you
may have to feed again as previously described for the steps on Day 15 and continue the
culture.
Repeat medium exchanges and cytokine addition as needed until the cells have reached a
maximum number at high viability.
Collect the cells from the G-Rex: This can be done most easily by carefully moving the G-Rex from the
incubator to the flow hood so that cells remain at the bottom of the device. Then aspirate medium from
the device to a level that leaves the cells in the device but minimizes the medium volume (typically
about 10 ml in the G-Rex10 and 100 ml in the G-Rex100/100M should remain in the device). Then swirl
the device to suspend the cells in the small volume of medium remaining in the G-Rex, and collect the
medium and cells.
NOTE: Please report your results to Wilson Wolf (Josh Ludwig at josh.ludwig@wilsonwolf.com), so that
we can assist in determining if more efficiency can be brought to your process and so we can
learn more about your experience. Any advice for device modifications and improvements
would be most appreciated. Our goal is to use our platform technology to create devices that
are optimized for the field of adoptive cell therapy.
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APPENDIX 4: QUICK GUIDE TO G-REX OPTIMIZATION
Definitions
Surface Density:

The number of cells residing on the gas permeable G-Rex bottom when
normalized to units of cells/cm2.

Maximum surface density:

The maximum number of cells, normalized to cells/cm2, that can reside
on the gas permeable G-Rex bottom before a drop in viability occurs.

Minimum surface density:

The minimum number of cells, normalized to cells/cm2, that must reside
on the gas permeable G-Rex bottom to initiate population expansion.

Fold expansion:

The maximum surface density divided by the minimum surface density.

Background: The G-Rex10 is an excellent device for optimizing protocols for your cells. Whatever is
learned in G-Rex10 scales directly to G-Rex100 and G-Rex100M. By using G-Rex10, you will use less
media and counting cells is very easy (which is frequently required during optimization work).

•

Add 10 million cells (i.e. 1 x 106 cells/cm2) and 40 ml of medium into each G-Rex10

•

Every 3 days, remove and replace 30 ml of medium and count cells

•

Continue until cells reach a plateau. That is the maximum cell density your cells can achieve.
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Create an experimental matrix that determines the minimum surface density that is needed for your
cells to begin growth. Add 40 ml of medium to each G-Rex10 devices along with the following number of
cells:
•

10 million (i.e. 1 x 106 cells/cm2)

•

5 million (i.e. 0.5 x 106 cells/cm2)

•

2.5 million (i.e. 0.25 x 106 cells/cm2)

•

1.25 million (i.e. 1.25 x 106 cells/cm2)

•

0.625 million (i.e. 0.0625 x 106 cells/cm2)

About every 4 days, remove and replace 30 ml of medium and count cells to find out if cells are capable
of expanding from the starting surface density. Make sure you add IL2 (or other cytokines) at least
every 2-3 days no matter how often you exchange the medium. Add the IL2 at a quantity that
assumes it has all been depleted. You can optimize IL2 frequency later, but we do not want to lack of
adequate IL2 to affect your determination of the minimum surface density that is needed for your cells
to begin growth.
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•

Start the cultures with the minimum surface density of Step 2 and with 40 ml of medium.

•

Experiment with different feeding schedules to find out the minimum amount of medium needed to
reach the maximum surface density of Step 1.

•

Make sure you add IL2 (or other cytokines) at least every 2-3 days no matter how often you
exchange the medium. Add the IL2 at a quantity that assumes it has all been depleted.
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Note: Once the maximum and minimum surface density is found in G-Rex10, these values will scale
10-fold into the G-Rex100 and G-Rex100M. After you have determined the minimum feeding frequency,
compare your optimized G-Rex production process to any other method.

•

Feed G-Rex100 at the optimized schedule found in Step 3.

•

Add 1 liter of medium into G-Rex100M at the onset of culture and do not feed. Periodically counts
cells. Make sure you add IL2 (or other cytokines) at least every 2-3 days until cells reach maximum
surface density. This will probably occur in around 10 to 14 days.
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We encourage you to compare G-Rex to alternative production methods based upon the following
criteria. We are confident a comparison will show the power of G-Rex to simplify and reduce the cost
of your cell production process.
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APPENDIX 5: G-Rex100M Advantages
Placing Media at a High Level at the Onset of Culture is Beneficial
When using flasks and bags to produce cells, periodic media replenishment is needed. However, since
media replacement is usually made on the basis of convenience and not exactly at the point when
solutes have been depleted to specific level, often population expansion of the cells is slowed (e.g.
solutes such as glucose have dropped below needed levels). When fresh media is added, it takes time
for the population expansion to reach it optimal rate.
By increasing media height at the onset of culture relative to flasks and bags, G-Rex is designed to
minimize or even eliminate the need to perform media exchange, thereby minimizing or even
eliminating the number of times cell population expansion slows throughout culture.
The graphs below show an observation about growth curves in G-Rex. GRex100M can facilitate an
undiminished rate of culture expansion.
As expected, the media exchange process of GRex100, although far less frequent than flasks and bags,
does alter the rate of culture expansion (red and blue). It makes sense given very few (if any) people
actually exchange media based on depletion of nutrients when using static culture devices. However,
the population expansion can expand at a uniform rate when media is at a 10 cm height (green) at the
onset of culture. When media is at 11 cm height (purple) you also get a little more time to harvest
before viability drops off. Thus the G-Rex100M is designed to integrate media height at up to 11 cm
should these attributes be needed.
In summary, the time needed to expand a population of cells to any given quantity is reduced by G-Rex.
When selecting the particular G-Rex device, one should recognize that G-Rex100M has an advantage
over G-Rex100 since it allows media to reside at great height at the onset of culture. Thus, the G-Rex
prices are adjusted accordingly to allow you to choose whatever level of efficiency you are comfortable
with.
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APPENDIX 6: Glucose depletion rate as a surrogate measure of cell quantity

NOTE: Use a value of 250 mg/dl for the value “C” in the formulas shown below.
Thus value, which constitutes “total reduction in glucose concentration” was found by
measuring glucose concentration at the onset of culture (the “starting glucose
concentration”), and then counting cells and measuring glucose over time until the cells
reached maximum surface density (i.e. the maximum number of cells per cm2). Whatever
glucose concentration existed at the time cells reached maximum surface density we call
“final glucose concentration.” By subtracting final glucose concentration from starting
glucose concentration we found that it was typically about 250 mg/dl for a number of cell
types. Thus, use that number in your formulas (i.e. the “C” variable) and see if that allows
you to predict your cell number by just measuring glucose.
We observed that glucose depletion rates were consistently indicative of the number of cells in a culture
despite the culture medium residing in a static state and (other than just routine handling of the device)
not subjected to mechanically forced mixing such as by perfusion, shaking, or stirring prior to sampling.
This finding opens the door to further simplification in the field of Adoptive Cell Therapy. For example,
the act of counting cells to determine how well a culture is progressing is one of many factors that make
cell production for Adoptive Cell Therapy impractical. The use of a surrogate measure in lieu of cell
counts, combined with the inventive disclosures herein, brings even more simplification to cell
production.
We have discovered that it is possible to use glucose concentration of the culture as a surrogate
indicator of the population of the culture. For cultures in which cells reside upon a growth surface
comprised of a given type of gas permeable material, knowing the minimum total medium volume
needed for the culture to reach maximum surface density and the total reduction in glucose
concentration needed for the culture to reach maximum surface density and the total reduction in
glucose concentration needed for the culture to reach maximum surface density sets the stage for a
surrogate prediction of the number of cells in the population of the culture. Equipped with that
knowledge, one initiating culture (or a stage of culture) would determine the baseline glucose
concentration of medium, the baseline volume of medium, and would keep track of the volume of
medium added to the culture prior to taking a measure of glucose concentration at the time of
population estimation. The estimated number of cells in the population is a function of the prorated
total reduction in glucose concentration needed to reach maximum cell density multiplied by the
prorated minimum medium volume needed to reach maximum surface density and multiplied by the
maximum surface density possible on the growth surface.
Skilled artisans should be aware that by predetermining the maximum cell density in medium (cells/cm2)
that the specific cell types (s) can attain when residing on the growth surface comprised of a particular
type of gas permeable material, an alternative formulaic relationship can be used to estimate the
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number of cells in the culture. In that case, the formulaic relationship would be a function of; (the
prorated total reduction in glucose concentration needed to reach maximum cell density) x (the volume
in medium at the onset of culture plus the volume of medium added to the culture) x (maximum cell
density). Be advised that in the event that the cumulative volume of medium exceeds that of the
minimum volume medium needed to reach maximum surface density, the minimum volume of medium
should be used in place of the cumulative volume (as no extra medium volume will increase the surface
density beyond its maximum).
A series of experiments were undertaken that determined minimum volume of medium needed to allow
the cells to reach maximum surface density and the corresponding total reduction in glucose
concentration. The total reduction in glucose concentration was about 250 mg/dl for a variety of
cultures with various cell types including K562, LCL, and T cells. We were able to create formulaic
relationships that were predictive of cell number in culture as shown below, where:
A= baseline glucose concentration of medium
B= measure of glucose concentration at the time of population estimation
C= total reduction in glucose concentration needed to reach maximum surface density
D= baseline volume of medium
E= volume of medium added after baseline
F= minimum total medium volume needed to reach maximum surface density
G= maximum surface density
E= surface area of the growth surface
[(A - B)/C] x [(D + E)/F] x G x E = estimated number of cells in the culture population in the device. Note
that the prorated minimum medium volume cannot exceed 100%, since additional medium will not
increase surface density beyond the maximum capacity. For example, if a culture requires 10ml to reach
maximum surface density and the baseline volume of medium plus the volume of medium added
exceeds 10ml, one should use 100% as the prorated minimum medium volume.
Note that the predictive formulas require knowledge of the cell culture applications maximum cell
density (and/or maximum surface density) under conditions in which cells reside on a growth surface
comprised of the particular gas permeable material the artisan has selected. Experiments can be
undertaken to make that determination. For example, to determine the maximum cell surface density of
K562 cells upon a growth surface comprised of the gas permeable material in our experimental fixtures
(dimethyl silicone as described previously), we increased medium height until surface density could
increase no more. The minimum volume of medium needed to support a maximum attainable surface
density of K562 at about 12.0E+06 cells/cm²was determined to be 10 ml with a corresponding total
reduction in glucose concentration of 250 mg/dl.
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Illustrative examples of how this information could be used to assess the number of cells in K562 culture
follow. For the first example, assume medium is not added after the onset of culture and these
conditions exist:
baseline medium volume = 10 ml
baseline glucose concentration = 475 mg/dl
glucose sample = 300 mg/dl
surface area of growth surface = 100 cm²
Then the calculation would process as follows:
[(475 mg/dl – 300 mg/dl) x (10 ml + 0 ml)/10 ml] x 12E+06 cells/cm² x 100 cm² = 840 x 10⁶ cells.

As another example, assume medium is added after the onset of culture and these conditions exist:
baseline medium volume = 6 ml
baseline glucose concentration = 475 mg/dl
glucose sample = 300 mg/dl
surface area of growth surface = 100 cm²
Then the calculation would proceed as follows:
[((475 mg/dl – 300 mg/dl)/250 mg/dl) x (6 ml + 2 ml)/10 ml] x 12E+06 cells/cm² x 100 cm² = 672 x 10⁶
cells.

As yet another example, assume medium is added after the onset of culture and these conditions exist:
•
•
•
•

baseline medium volume = 6 ml
baseline glucose concentration = 475 mg/dl
glucose sample = 300 mg/dl
surface area of growth surface = 100 cm²

Then, since total medium volume added to the culture exceeds the minimum total medium volume
needed to reach maximum surface density, prorated minimum medium volume goes to 100% and
therefore the prorated value equals 1, and the calculation would proceed as follows:
[((475 mg/dl – 300 mg/dl)/250 mg/dl) x (1)] x 12E+06 cells/cm² x 100 cm² = 840 x 10⁶ cells.
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More experiments were undertaken to determine if the formula dictating the relationship between
glucose depletion and the number of live cells in the device was accurate when glucose concentration at
the onset of cultures varied. For illustrative purposes, FIG. 19A shows a representative spreadsheet of
the experimental conditions and typical results for the culture of K562 cells under equivalent starting
conditions except for the glucose concentration, which was 240 mg/dl vs. 475 mg/dl at the onset of
culture.

Results are graphically depicted in FIG. 19B, FIG. 19C, FIG 19D, FIG. 19E and FIG 19F. Population growth
by cell count and as predicted by glucose depletion was normalized for surface density.
FIG 19B shows the population growth rate differed slightly, but arrived at about the same number in 11
days.
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FIG. 19C shows the glucose depletion rate in each future condition.

FIG. 19D shows the glucose consumption rate in each culture condition.
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FIG. 19E shows an overlay of the predicted value, using the formulaic calculation of cell number, versus
the cell number as determined by manual counts for the culture initiated at a glucose concentration of
240 mg/dl.

FIG. 19F shows and overlay of the predicted value, using the formulaic calculation of the cell number,
versus the cell number as determined by manual counts for the culture initiated at a glucose
concentration of 475 mg/dl. Note the predictive capacity of the formulaic approach relative to the
method of manual cell counts. This further demonstrates that various embodiments of the present
invention can be utilized in conjunction with a method of reducing, or even eliminating, the frequency of
cell counts in lieu of a surrogate measure of the concentration of solutes in the medium.
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